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Roadmap
Immigration forces reconsideration of racial identities in the host society

§ 1. Immigration and the Challenge to Racial Categories

§ 2. Immigrants Can Harden and Soften Racial Categories

§ 3. The US Today: A Splintering of White Racial Identity



Some Caveats & Definitions
§ Focus
› United States
› White racial identity

§ Race –social category based on physical characteristics believed to be 
inherent and situated in a hierarchy of racial groups
› “white” type of racial category



1. Immigration and the Challenge to Racial Categories



Immigration challenges societies
§ Immigration debates 

› Who are they?
› Who are we?
› Can/should they become like us? 

§ “they,” “we,” and “us” involve
› nation
› class
› race

§ Function of demography of immigration & prevailing ideologies



Assimilation is a multi-directional process

§ Traditional assimilation: “they” become like “us”

§ Alba & Nee 2003; Jiménez 2017: ”they” and ”us” become more alike
› Relational 
› Contested



2. Response to Immigrants Hardens and Softens Racial 
Categories



Hardening Racial Categories
§ Response to immigration has hardened prevailing notions of whiteness

§ Policies
› Chinese Exclusion (1882)
› Gentlemen's Agreement (1907)
› National Origins Quota Act (1924)

§ Supreme Court Decisions
› Ozawa vs. United States (1922)
› Thind vs. United States (1923)

§ Other institutions
› Labor unions 
› Religious
› schools



Softening Racial Categories
Immigrants infuse and change prevailing notions of whiteness

§ End of mass immigration, assimilation, and rise of multiculturalism
› Expansion of white category
› Changed meaning of whiteness

§ Whiteness has ethnic dimension by late 20th century



3. The US Today: A Splintering of White Racial Identity



Immigration fuels competing versions of white identity

§ Immigrant demographics
› Latin America, Asia, Caribbean
› Large undocumented population
› Settle across the nation

§ Competing ideologies
› White nationalism
› Multiculturalism
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Immigration fuels white nationalism



Immigration fuels new white liberal identity

Source: David Shor Twitter



Immigration fuels new white liberal identity



Immigration fuels new white liberal identity



Immigration fuels new white liberal identity

Source: Jiménez et. al forthcoming



I just feel like it’s my duty to go [and protest Trump]. 
There are people that can’t go or people that wouldn’t be 
safe. But as a middle-aged, middle-class white lady, I’m 
pretty safe around the police so I’ll go. I call it “white 
people work.” (chuckling) We have to go do that white 
people work for other people that maybe can’t…. 
(laughing) I try and do it if someone I’m friends with says 
something that’s racist…. Because it’s not so personal 
for me, I can sort of gently explain, “That’s not so cool. 
You probably shouldn’t do that.” (Nicole Cottrell, 40-year-
old lobbyist and liberal independent in AZ)



Is immigration softening white racial identity? 

§ Perhaps - growing mixed population (Alba 2020)
› Asian/white; Latino/white have trappings of whiteness

• Education, income, residential segregation
› Black/white children do not

§ Question remains: will content and meaning of whiteness expand again?



Conclusion
§ Assimilation involves changes to racial categories

§ Immigrants are foils for and infusers to those categories

§ Process today: splintering of white racial identity along political lines

§ We need fewer “hot takes” and more social science


